
Sunday in The Octave of Easter 
Acts of the Apostles 2:42-47; Peter 1:3-9 

Gospel of St. John 20:19-31 

Many years ago, a movie titled The Mission depicted an early Jesuit mission in the 
jungles of South America. Within their territory, a brutal slave trader played by Robert 
DeNiro, kidnapped natives living in the jungle selling them to wealthy Spanish 
families. He worked with impunity protected by the families he supplied slaves to. 

In one scene after a hard night of drinking, he kills his brother in a drunken rage and 
is overwhelmed with guilt and horror at his own action. Coming to his senses, he 
begins to realize his need for God, but cannot accept forgiveness for what he has done. 
Instead, he decides on a tortuous penance to repay his own sins. 

He bundles up all his heavy military weapons and armor. Under the spiritual care of 
the Jesuit superior, he carries the heavy bundle up steep hills and ridges. Once at the 
top, the Jesuit rolls the bundle down the hill and he begins yet another trek. DeNiro’s 
character is determined to do this until he knows he has repaid the debt of his crime, 
something the Jesuit knows will never happen on his own efforts. 

In the next scene, the former slaver reaches the top of another yet steep incline, but at 
the ridge encounters some native people returning from fishing. They at once recognize 
him as the kidnapper of their loved ones. Some are overwhelmed with fear and want to 
run while others want to finally have their revenge for his pitiless crimes. 

One younger native and convert to Christianity removes his large knife and advances 
to DeNiro. Expecting his doom, he stands awaiting his execution. Instead, the young 
man slices the rope attaching the weighty burden to his shoulders. The bundled load 
of military hardware tumbles down the steep incline, but this time rolls unobstructed 
into a fast moving river and disappears. DeNiro falls to his knees in uncontrollable 
sobbing. He is finally free of his burden of guilt. It is an amazing parable of God’s 
mercy. 

The First Letter of St. Peter, “God…in his great mercy gave us a new birth to a living 
hope through the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead…” This “new birth” 
comes from the Lord’s death and resurrection. This “new birth” is not ours through 
any action of our own or from any thoughtful desire for release from our burden of 
guilt. Rather, The Letter of St. Peter makes clear that this “new birth” is pure gift 
flowing from God’s great mercy. 

Mercy is perhaps the most endearing quality of God. Mercy is impossible to define, 
defies logic, is beyond words to accurately describe, and is unreasonable in its 
experience. But mercy is positively true and undeniably real. Mercy can at once be 
exhilarating and maddening. It can be exhilarating when we become aware of mercy’s 

power in our life. It can be maddening witnessing mercy in someone else’s life, 
especially when we are convinced that “someone” is undeserving of mercy. 

What does mercy accomplish within us? The First Letter of St. Peter responds, Mercy 
“gave us a new birth to a living hope”.  A “living hope” empowers us to see beyond our 
physical sight opening our interior vision to a greater truth. A “living hope” 
acknowledges God’s love is greater than hate. A “living hope” acknowledges God’s 
merciful forgiveness is greater than any and all of our sins combined. A “living hope” 
acknowledges eternal life overwhelms the finality and darkness of death. A “living 
hope” believes mercy can restore self-worth in spite of our greatest wounds or failure. 



How do we get mercy? We ask God. God is the only source of mercy. How do we earn 
mercy? When do we deserve mercy? What do we have to do to get mercy? 
Nothing!  Nothing! There is nothing we can do to get mercy beyond simply asking God 
or recognizing it already within us. We can never earn mercy and we never deserve it. 
Mercy is pure gift! 

The Church’s sacramental life overflows with mercy. When we baptize infants or 
welcome seven year olds to Holy Communion, we say something great about God’s 
“pure gift” of love to those who have no ability to earn it or deserve it. In a society often 
measuring us for what we produce, infants produce only diapers full. Yet, through 
baptism they are intimately and passionately united to the body of the Risen Lord. 

Obtaining mercy is simple. But “simple” should not be confused with “easy”. Once 
God’s mercy is known in the depths of our hearts and souls, we become aware 
simultaneously of a divine call to a life of living mercifully. As divine mercy is “pure 
gift” to us, a life of “living mercifully” becomes “pure gift” to a culture and society 
sinking into despair. A life of “living mercifully” is a nate love. This is the common 
bond that unites them for us today. 

But in spite of these similarities, their vocations as apostles were lived 
differently.  Many in the early church would be astonished to discover Saints Peter 
and Paul sharing the same feast day. But their astonishment should be exceeded by 
our gratitude. These two great saints represent the two dynamic forces alive in the 
Catholic Church today. 

St. Paul was always pushing the envelope, moving the church into unchartered waters 
of teaching. He challenged the church to journey beyond her comfort zone and 
discover the Holy Spirit transforming the whole human condition in creative and 
dynamic ways. He was considered a heretic by some, divisive by many, and someone 
responsible for watering down the faith. 

St. Peter was responsible for holding the whole church together. This included fidelity 
to the truths as revealed to them, not allowing the church to lose its vitality, and 
keeping the church united with bonds of love and foundations of peace. They were all 
united to the Risen Body of the Lord Jesus Christ and the power of his resurrection 
surged through their hearts and souls. 

Many within the early church fought hard to maintain a strong Jewish identity for all 
Christians whether of Jewish or pagan gentile background. St. Paul and others argued 
just as vehemently that gentile pagan converts did not have to worship God within 
Jewish rituals or abide by Jewish ceremonial and dietary laws. 

These different approaches and emphases represented great tension and conflict in 
the church’s earliest day. This same tension and conflict also revealed the Holy Spirit 

energizing the church with renewed vitality. 

St. Peter understood the church must remain open to the Holy Spirit guiding them 
into all truth, even if that truth seemed different from what they had already known. 
He also realized the church had to keep pure by resisting attempts to embrace any 
passing spiritual fancy thereby corrupting the church’s deposit of faith. 

The church must ever be true to the deposit of faith entrusted to her by God. The 
church must always strive to maintain a unity of faith and communion of love among 
all its members. Every baptized person is called to stand together and together face 
the same moral horizon committed to the dignity and sacred character of every human 
person. 



The church must also be willing to move from a comfort zone of calm familiar waters 
and put out into the deep for a large catch. This means an ongoing deeper 
understanding of the deposit of faith. This deposit of faith is not a stagnant pond of 
water but rather a powerful flowing river of rapids, bends, and curves. This river of 
truth continually reshapes the surrounding landscape, sometimes breaking through 
into new directions. 

Today, the church, especially the papacy seems to be transitioning from one model to 
another. Again, it is never a choice between “St. Peter or St. Paul” but only “St. Peter 
and St. Paul”. As the papacy moves the Church from a dominant focus on unity and 
centralization to a more creative and decentralized model, there will be tensions and 
difficulties as there were in the day of the early apostles. The sacred synod on family 
life beginning this October at the Vatican promises to present a spirited and 
passionate debate on many subjects. 

We can all take bets on how we think this will develop. We can all have our own 
agenda for what we want to happen or what we don’t want to happen. There is a more 
faithful response. First of all we must love the church. Secondly, we all must pray for 
the church and thirdly we must open our hearts to wherever God is leading the 
church. We all will want to be where God is leading the church and not find ourselves 
left by the roadside. 

The church needs our continual prayers and our deepest love. If we are waiting for the 
Church to be perfect or live up to our expectations, we will miss out on the Church 
that already is. If we love the church as she is, we will be able to love the church God 
calls her to be. “Both/and” and not “either/or.” 

 


